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SBAG27
Solid cd flight case for  75 cd's

Highlights:

Lightweight for easy handling•
Soft padded interior•
Large side pocket for accessories & cables•
Padded shoulder strap & carry handle•
Extra wide zipper with rubber grip pulls•

Product information:

The SBAG27 is a professional portable lightweight CD transport
bag  which  can  accomodate  up  to  75  CD’s  in  its  inner
compartments. Additional accessories can be stored in the side
pockets  Its  construction is  based on a  solid  plywood frame
which is covered by a strong and water repellent nylon fabric.
The top can be opened easily  using the double zipper.  The
inner  frame is  divided into  3  equal  compartments  that  are
carpeted to provide extra protection to the equipment while
the  padded  carry  handle  and  shoulder  stap  ensures  a
comfortable  carriage.  Because  of  the  sturdy  design  the
transport bag can be used not only to carry CD’s, but all kinds of
equipment  that  fits  inside  the  compartments.  The  three
compartments all have following inside dimensions: 130 x 290 x
140 mm. A coded lock is included which can be placed over the
double  zipper  to  ensure  the  equipments  safety,  while  the
rubber feet below prevent the fabric from being damaged when
placed on the floor.

Product Features:

Colours Black

Weight 7.23 lb

Max. usable depth 5.51 "

Dimensions Inside 16.93 x 12.40 x 5.51 " (W x H x D)

Outside 17.72 x 12.99 x 6.69 " (W x H x D)

Side pocket 8.27 x 4.92 x 1.57 " (W x H x D)

Capacity 75 CD's

Construction 0.35 " plywood covered in padded nylon

Inner compartments carpeted

Handles Padded carry handle

Padded & length adjustable shoulder strap
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